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Lavrushinsky side-street, 12, Engineering Building  
 

Tretyakov Gallery opens a new exhibition season with a large complex thematic project. 
“Precious Framing... " will introduce various aspects of the interaction between a painting and its 
frame throughout several centuries — from the 13th to the 21st. It is important that the history 
review of the picture frame includes recent art trends — this is the first national study of the topic 
covering the 20th and the early 21st centuries. 

 
In creating a special anthology of “dialogues” between a painting and its frame, exhibition curators 

combine two principal methods of study of art - formal stylistic and phenomenological. The first method is 
focused on description and analysis of the forms of artworks. The exhibition will present the stylistic 
evolution of the frame as a piece of applied and decorative art. Phenomenological approach is based on 
the study of experience of a person perceiving things rather than on things themselves. This approach 
was used as a base for analysis and presentation of the principles of interaction between an artwork and 
its frame, including the meaning of frame as a border of an artwork and the role the frame decoration 
plays as a commentary to an artwork.  

This interesting, all-sufficient material from the collection of the Tretyakov Gallery has long waited 
for a special research and demonstration. Some frames, the so-called designer frames, were created 
after sketches of the painters themselves. These include the frame for the painting “In the Artist’s Studio” 
by K.E. Makovsky (1881) and the frame for the “Portrait of an Unknown” by I.K. Makarov (1860). The 
latter frame includes a carved coat of arms and a motto that suggest that the painting depicts a lady of 
the Lermontovs’ family. Painters would order frames at well-known Russian and European workshops of 
S.A. Abrosimov, A.A. Grabie, A. Zhessel, P. Omber and individual frame masters - Grebenskiy, M. D. 
Levozorov and others.  

The exhibition will show some 150 pieces of art from the funds of Tretyakov Gallery, Historical 
Museum and several private collections. In addition to monumental paintings in framings, and frames 
exhibited separately, visitors will see masterpieces of applied and decorative art of minor genres — 
carved ivory icons and elegant photo frames by Carl Fabergé.  

The exhibition location in the space of the Museum will become its unique feature. The main part of 
the exposition will be located on two floors of the Engineering Building. There will be exposed icon 
framings, icon-cases, icon-settings, fragments of icon-stands, as well as different types of frames of the 
18th and 19th centuries, and transformations and metamorphoses of boundaries of a piece of art in 
general in the 20th century. One of the central exhibits, which is an example of interaction of a painting 
and decoration of its frame, is the "Reception of County Officers by Emperor Alexander III in the 
Courtyard of the Petroff Palace in Moscow» by I.E. Repin (1886). When preparing the exhibition, a wide-
scale restoration both of the picture and its unique frame was done: all the elements of the frame have 
been explored in detail, which allows to reveal their meaning.  

Some of the paintings necessary for  full understanding of the history of frame in Russia are 
essential part of the permanent exposition of the Tretyakov Gallery in Lavrushinsky side-street. In order 
to preserve the logic of the permanent exposition, the paintings will remain in their places in the halls of 
the main building in Lavrushinsky side-street and will be equipped with special keys. They include 
“Unequal Marriage” by V.D.Pukirev (1862), “Christ in a Desert” by I.N. Kramskoy (1872), “Apotheosis of 
War” by V.V. Vereschagin (1871), and “What is Truth?” Christ and Pilate” by  N.N. Ge (1890), and 
“Demon Prostated” by M.A. Vrubel (1902) 

The issue of the  relationship between an artwork and its borders was in the centre of attention of 
art historians, philologists, and philosophers of the 20th century. One of the most outstanding opinions 
on the topic belongs to a famous Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset. The exhibition will offer 



some Russian and foreign publications, which outline the experience of the scientific and exhibitional 
work with frames.  

The exhibition will crown a wide-scale work on restoration, study and classification of the unique 
fund of artistic frames of the Tretyakov Gallery. The exhibition features frames made of a variety of 
materials and in different techniques: the procarved carving, mastic design; plaster and papier-mâché, 
the use of velvet and lace in frames’ decoration, enamels and precious metals. In the course of 
preparation works, some paintings got back their “original” frames, thus the “ideal pairs” were restored. 
Throughout the preparations for the exhibition, specialists in restoration of wooden bases and strips of 
board worked together with carvers, who supplied for significant losses. Project curators were consulted 
by fellows of the Archaeological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences and of Moscow State 
Forest University.  

For the exhibition an index has been prepared, which crowned the work of a large scientific team of 
authors. Thanks to this edition, many unique frames will be published for the first time and thus 
introduced into scientific use. In addition to numerous illustrations, the book contains articles by leading 
historians of Russian Art, revealing the phenomenon of frames, particularly its history in Russia, its 
"adventures" and transformations throughout a long historical development. The index contains 
extremely valuable references: detailed literature on the topic, terms directory and a guide on frame 
workshops and frame masters. Such an index was compiled for the first time. The conference will take 
place during the last days of the exhibition, in November 2014. The reports will focus on particular items 
as well as on theoretical issues of the “philosophy of frame”. 

In addition to the index, we have prepared a volume from the series "The story of a masterpiece" 
which is devoted to the picture of I.E. Repin “Reception of County officers by Emperor Alexander III in 
the courtyard of the Petroff Palace in Moscow” and its frame; also a children’s book “About Frames and 
Paintings”, and a children’s lotto.  

The educational program will include lectures, meetings with specialists and interactive classes for 
children, and a quiz which will be open for all the visitors. The exhibition program includes the 
demonstration of a cartoon by F.S.Khitruk “A Man in a Frame”(1966), as well as specially prepared for 
the exhibition films about the technology of frame restoration and about the “dialogue " between an 
artwork and its framing with the examples from the collections of Tretyakov Gallery.    

 
The painting frame plays an important role in presenting an artwork and in marking its borders in 

space. When a “right” frame is capable of highlighting the perfection of a painting or a drawing, the 
“wrong” frame in its turn can offset the artist’s achievements. The Tretyakov Gallery with its spectacular 
and colourful exhibition presents excellent examples of a "dialogue" between a painting and its framing, 
and allows you to enjoy the best samples of precious frames.  
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